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Quantity of music metadata on the Web is sufficient, music recommendation and 

online repository systems are proof of it. However it became a real challenge to keep 

quality of metadata at reasonable level. Automatic approaches are fast but inaccurate; 

the cost of human computation is too high. Games with a purpose (GWAPs) [3] try to 

solve this problem. Many such games have been presented e.g. Little Search Game - a 

single-player game for creating folksonomy-like network relationships [1]. We took 

the best from all games invented yet and present a Game with a purpose called City 

Lights - a music metadata validation game which lowers the cost of human 

computation and makes validation fun. 

Our game focuses on validation of existing metadata fetched from the Web. 

Metadata validation is as much important challenge [2] as metadata acquiring. In our 

game player is given several sets of fetched annotations; each set relates to different 

song. Player then hears a part of a song and has to decide, which of given sets relates to 

song he is listening to. By player’s decision we are able to determine the level of 

correctness of song-annotation relation – crowds validating crowds. Player can pause 

or rewind song and is not limited by time. The interface of game is shown at Figure 1. 

The level design goes as follows: 

1. Player is given a game board with highlighted initial node and possible 

directions. Each node of the game board is related to exactly one song and its set 

of annotations.  

2. Music player starts playback and player is forced to explore annotations related 

with possible direction nodes. Based only upon these annotations, she has to 

decide which of the available nodes contains annotations related to the song. 

3. When attempt is made, player chooses certainty of hers decision (effectively a 

bet height).  
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4. After making a correct decision, she eventually marks incorrect tags and 

proceeds to the next song. Music is still being played in the background to make 

the decision easier. 

5. Game ends when user reaches final node via pre-generated path. 

Processing of annotations is based upon following rules. Every annotation used in the 

game has initial value of 0. This value changes through the player’s actions and every 

action (even no action) changes this value. When the value gets above 4 (many factors 

are considered such as number of options player had to choose from, level of player’s 

confidence, etc.), we consider the annotation validated. Such annotations can then be 

used as last-stand hints for players requesting more annotations. If the value drops 

below -3 (at least 6 people marked the annotation), annotations is being considered 

wrong and is not used in game anymore. 

We managed to evaluate an early version of the game. Our dataset contained of 

150 popular songs and 100 annotations for each song, which needed to be validated or 

removed. Annotations were fetched from public LastFM
1
 database and song previews 

are being played from 7Digital
2
 library. Because of small amount of rounds we 

lowered validation levels of annotation value to 1.5 for validated annotation and -1 for 

validation to be removed. After only 20 rounds played  we got rid of annotations such 

as: elotmbgmegamixx, nice, favorite, good lyrics, etc., on the other hand we validated 

tags as: female vocalists, british, singer-songwriter, pop rock, etc.  

We believe that with bigger player base we can be even more successful 

validating any set of music annotations. However we have to be aware of choosing 

correct validation limits according to actual player base and difficulty of game so we 

will not get into state where just a couple of annotations is being validated or (worse 

case) annotations are being validated too fast. 
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